These lectures give an introduction and the current status of flavour physics in the quark sector, with special attention to the CKM matrix and CP violation. We describe the measurements which contribute to the determination of the CKM matrix elements and how, together with important theoretical developments, they have significantly improved our knowledge on the flavour sector of the Standard Model. These lectures are complemented by the seminar of U. Mallik (see these proceedings) which describes in more details the most recent CP-violating related measurements by the B-factories. The results presented are up-to-date till winter 2004. 
Introduction
Accurate studies of the production and decay properties of beauty and charm hadrons are exploiting a unique laboratory for testing the Standard Model in the fermion sector, for studying QCD in the non-perturbative regime and for searching for New Physics through virtual processes.
In the Standard Model, weak interactions among quarks are encoded in a 3 × 3 unitary matrix: the CKM matrix. The existence of this matrix conveys the fact that quarks, in weak interactions, act as linear combinations of mass eigenstates [1, 2] .
The CKM matrix can be parametrized in terms of four free parameters which are measured in several physics processes.
In a frequently used parametrization, these parameters are named: λ, A, ρ and η 1 . The Standard Model predicts relations between the different processes which depend upon these parameters. CP violation is accommodated in the CKM matrix and its existence is related to η = 0. The unitarity of the CKM matrix can be visualized as a triangle in the (ρ, η) plane. Several quantities, depending upon ρ and η can be measured and they must define compatible values for the two parameters, if the Standard Model is the correct description of these phenomena. Extensions of the Standard Model can provide different predictions for the position of the apex of the triangle, given by the ρ and η coordinates. The most precise determination of these parameters is obtained using B decays, B 0 − B 0 oscillations and CP asymmetry in the B and in the K sectors.
Many additional measurements of B meson properties (mass, branching fractions, lifetimes...) are necessary to constrain the Heavy Quark theories [Operator Product Expansion (OPE) /Heavy Quark Effective Theory (HQET) /Lattice QCD (LQCD)] to allow for precise extraction of the CKM parameters. In addition, to be able to extract the Standard Model parameters, it is also necessary to control and measure the backgrounds, and to acquire a detailed understanding of the experimental apparatus. All these aspects are important because they propagate as systematic errors attached to the values extracted for the CKM parameters. For instance, the values and the uncertainties of the B hadron lifetimes enter in many important quantities. Experimental progress in various B physics measurements has been crucial in the determination of the CKM matrix elements. These last aspects are not treated in these lectures.
Short story: from strangeness to the CKM Matrix
The discovery of the strange particle in 1947 was totally unexpected and can be seen as the beginning of a new era in particle physics which has not ended yet. Just after the pion discovery by C.M.G. Lattes, H. Muirhead, C.F. Powell and G.P. Occhialini [4] , in 1947, the same year, C.C. Butler and G.D. Rochester [5] reveal, having exposed a cloud chamber to cosmic rays, the existence of a still-heavier unstable particle decaying in a typical V-topology; this earlier name could be ascribed to the characteristic topology of the tracks which were produced when a neutral particle decays into two charged particles. At the same time there were also events in which a charged particle trajectory had a sharp break indicating a decay (V ± ) (corresponding to the decay K + → µ + ν µ ). In fact, the first example of such particles was reported by L. Leprince-Ringuet and M. Lhéritier in 1944 [6] . They observed a secondary cosmic ray particle, in a cloud chamber placed at the Laboratoire de l'Argentière (Hautes-Alpes), producing a recoil electron (energetic delta ray). From the measured curvatures of the ongoing and outgoing particles and using the value of the scattering angle of the electron it was possible to determine the mass of the incident particle which was found to be of 495 ± 60 MeV/c 2 . It is today clear that this particle is the charged Kaon, nevertheless this discovery came too early, since even the pion was not discovered at that time! It took two years to confirm the result of Rochester and Butler. These experiments were continued at higher altitude and with high degree of precision [7] . The results unambiguously established the existence of two states: Λ → pπ − and K 0 → π + π − . In 1953 it became possible to produce those V-particles
in accelerators 2 and it was then clear that they were produced in reactions mediated by the strong interaction; furthermore those particles were always produced in pairs (associated production). On the other hand their typical lifetime was of about 10 −10 s which is a typical time scale of the weak interaction 3 . These particles are then "strange", as they are produced through the strong interaction whereas they decay through weak interaction processes. The solution was proposed, after several unfruitful tentative, by M. Gell-Mann [8] , to introduce a new additive quantum number: the strangeness 4 . The strangeness was assigned to be -1 for the Λ, the K 0 and the K − ( and +1 for the corresponding antiparticles ), -2 for the Ξ − and 0 for all non-strange particles and making the hypothesis that this new quantum number is conserved by strong and electromagnetic interactions and is not conserved by the weak interaction. This allows to "explain", a posteriori, why strange particles are always produced in pairs (by strong interactions ∆S=0) and have a relatively long lifetime (decay through weak interactions ∆S=1).
In the decay, the strangeness changes by one unit and these transitions were classified as ∆S = 1. An intense experimental activity on strange particles shown, in the fifties, that the absolute decay rate for these transitions was suppressed by a factor of about 20 as compared with the corresponding rate measured in ∆S =0 decays.
In the early 60's the existence of new constituents of matter was postulated: they were called quarks. They were independently introduced by M. Gell-Mann [9] and G. Zweig [10] and they should transform according to the fundamental representation of SU(3). They were supposed to have spin 1/2 and to exist in three varieties: the quark u with charge +2/3, the quarks d and s with charge -1/3. By analogy with leptons it was suggested that the quarks were also organized into doublets and the existence of a new quark of charge 2/3 was proposed [11] .
In 1963, N. Cabibbo proposed [1] a model to account for the suppression of ∆S=1 transitions. In this model the d and s quarks, involved in weak processes, are rotated by a mixing angle θ c : the Cabibbo angle. The quarks are organized in a doublet:
the small value of sin θ c (≃ 0.22) is responsible for the suppression of strange particle decays (the coupling being proportional to sin 2 θ c ). In this picture the slight suppression of n → p e − ν e with respect to the rate of µ − → e − ν µ ν e is also explained by the fact that the coupling in the neutron decay is proportional to cos 2 θ c . In this model, the neutral current coupling can be written 5 :
uu + dd cos 2 θ c + ss sin 2 θ c + (sd + ds) cosθ c sinθ c .
The presence of the (sd+ ds) term implies the existence of a flavour changing neutral current (FCNC). This was a serious problem for the Cabibbo model, since these couplings would produce contributions to ∆m K and K L → µ + µ − decays which are larger by several order of magnitude. In 1970 S. Glashow, J. Iliopoulos and L. Maiani [12] (GIM) proposed the introduction of a new quark, named c, of charge 2/3 and the introduction of a new doublet of quarks formed by the c quark and by a combination of the s and d quarks orthogonal to d c (eq. 1):
In this way the (sd + ds) term (in Eq. 2), in the neutral current, is cancelled. The discovery of the charm quark in the form of cc bound states [13] and the observation of charmed particles decaying into strange particles [14] (the cs transitions which are proportional to cos 2 θ c dominate over the cd transitions which are proportional to sin 2 θ c ) represent a tremendous triumph of this picture. It should be reminded that a candidate event for the decay of a charm hadron was first observed in 1971, in Japan, in an emulsion detector exposed to cosmic rays [15] :
The lifetime of h ± and its mass were found to be 10 −14 sec and 1.8 GeV respectively ! (see [16] and [17] for more details). The charge current, mediated by the emission of a W boson, can then be written:
where γ µ (1 − γ 5 ) is the V − A current, which accounts also for parity violation, u, d, s, c are the mass eigenstates and V is defined as:
V is the Cabibbo unitary matrix which specifies the quark states which are involved in weak interactions.
In 1975 the Mark I group at SPEAR discovered the third charged lepton: the τ [18] . Two years later the fifth quark, the b, was found at FNAL [19] . The indirect existence for the top quark t from the observation of B [20] suggested the existence of an heavier version of the doublets (u,d) and (c,s) 6 . The t quark was finally discovered in 1995 at Fermilab [21] in pp collisions. The existence of three quark doublets was already proposed by M. Kobayashi and K. Maskawa in 1973 [2] as a possible explanation for CP violation. Their proposal is a generalization of the Cabibbo rotation and implies that the weak flavour changing transitions are described by a 3 × 3 unitary matrix:
This matrix conveys the fact that there is an arbitrary rotation, usually applied to the -1/3 charged quarks, which is due to the mismatch between the strong and the weak eigenstates. This matrix can be parametrized using three real parameters and one phase which cannot be removed by redefining the quark field phases. This phase leads to the violation of the CP symmetry. In fact since CPT is a good symmetry for all quantum field theories, the complexity of the Hamiltonian implies that the time reversal invariance T and thus CP is violated 7 . In this picture the Standard Model includes CP violation in a simple way.
The Standard Model in the fermion sector and the CKM matrix
The Standard Model is based on the SU (2) L × U (1) Y gauge symmetry, where the index L stands for left, since only the lef t handed particles are implied in the charged weak current. In a Lagrangian the mass term of a fermionic field is of the type
Thus the mass implies a lef t − right coupling 9 which is not gauge invariant. An economical approach for introducing fermion masses, in a gauge-invariant way, is to consider Yukawa couplings in which contributes a weak iso-doublet field φ:
where the quantum numbers of the new doublet (φ) are exactly those needed to restore the gauge invariance of the interaction vertex giving the mass to fermions. In the Standard Model, the Lagrangian corresponding to charged weak interactions can be written as:
the index Int. indicates the weak interaction basis, σ a are the Pauli matrices (a=1,2,3), W a µ are the SU(2) L gauge bosons and i is the quark index. It can be noted that:
Lj . The charged weak interactions are family blind (the quantum numbers of the Standard Model are I 3 and Y which do not "feel" the family index).
In the interaction basis the Yukawa interaction is:
Li φd
Int.
Li φℓ
whereφ = iσ 2 φ * . In the most general case the matrices Y ij are complex. The presence of two independent matrices Y ij , for the up-type and down-type quark, is due to the behaviour of the Yukawa coupling itself.
After spontaneous symmetry breaking (SSB):
and the Yukawa interaction can be written:
where
Physical masses are obtained by finding transformations of the fields such that the corresponding mass matrices become real and diagonal:
Therefore, the mass eigenstates are
Int. Lj
In this basis the Lagrangian for the weak interaction can be written as:
9 It simply follows from the properties of projection operators and using the equalities ψ R = ψP L and ψ L = ψP R . It follows that:
V(CKM) is the CKM matrix. The phenomenon of flavour changing can be appreciated in two different ways (different basis). If we use the basis in which the mass matrices are diagonal, the Lagrangian for the interactions is not anymore family blind. The interaction among quarks belonging to different families are possible and the couplings are encoded in the CKM matrix.
If the same procedure is applied in the lepton sector it follows that:
since the mass matrix of the neutrinos is arbitrary (the neutrinos are massless in the SM), we can always choose
There is freedom in parametrising the CKM matrix: -a permutation between the different generations (it is normally chosen to order the quarks by increasing value of their mass (u, c, t and d, s, b), -the presence of phases in the CKM matrix. It is clear that M(diag) is unchanged if the matrices V L(R) are multiplied by a matrix containing only phases:
As long as some of these phases are not observable, one has to require that the CKM matrix contains the minimal number of phases, all the others being absorbed in the definition of quark wave functions.
The 2 × 2 matrix can be used to illustrate the contribution of these arbitrary phases in the CKM matrix:
It can be noted that:
Among the four phases, corresponding to the four quark flavours, only three can be chosen in an arbitrary way, since one phase difference is obtained as a linear sum of the other three. In the general case, the number of arbitrary phases is: 2n(f amilies) − 1. The CKM matrix is a rotation matrix and, in a complex plane, can be parametrized in terms of a given number of angles (real numbers) and phases (complex numbers) as indicated in Table 1 .
Family of quarks num. of Angles num. Phases Irreducible Phases n n(n − 1)/2 n(n + 1)/2 n(n − 1)/2 − (2n − 1) = (n − 1)(n − 2)/2 2 1 3 0 3 3 6 1 4 6 10 3 It results that a 2× 2 matrix (the Cabibbo matrix) is parametrized in terms of one real parameter and contains no phase. The 3× 3 matrix (CKM) is parametrised in terms of three real parameters and one irreducible phase. The presence of this complex number in the Lagrangian, as explained at the end of Section 2 (footnote 7), is responsible, and it is the only one, of the fact that the CP symmetry is violated in the Standard Model.
The CKM Matrix
Many parametrizations of the CKM matrix have been proposed in the literature. The most popular are the standard parametrization [22] recommended by [23] and a generalization of the Wolfenstein parametrization [24] as presented in [3] .
With c ij = cos θ ij and s ij = sin θ ij (i, j = 1, 2, 3), the standard parametrization is given by: 
where δ is the phase necessary for CP violation. c ij and s ij can all be chosen to be positive and δ may vary in the range 0 ≤ δ ≤ 2π. However, measurements of CP violation in K decays force δ to be in the range 0 < δ < π. s 13 and s 23 are small numbers: O(10 −3 ) and O(10 −2 ), respectively. Consequently, from phenomenological applications, the four independent parameters are taken to be:
The first three quantities can be extracted from tree level decays mediated by the s → u, b → u and b → c transitions, respectively. The phase δ can be obtained from CP violating or loop processes sensitive to the V td matrix element.
The absolute values of the elements of the CKM matrix show a hierarchical pattern with the diagonal elements being close to unity: |V us | and |V cd | being of order 0.2, |V cb | and |V ts | of order 4 · 10 −2 and |V ub | and |V td | of order 5 · 10 −3 . The Wolfenstein parametrization is useful to illustrate this structure. It shows that the matrix is almost diagonal, namely that the coupling between quarks of the same family is close to unity, and is decreasing as the separation between families increases:
The set (2) is replaced by:
known as the Wolfenstein parameters. To obtain the exact expression of the CKM parameters in the Wolfenstein parametrization, it is convenient to go back to the standard parametrization and to make the following change of variables in (1) [3, 25] :
At order λ 5 , the obtained CKM matrix in the extended Wolfenstein parametrization is:
By definition, the expression for V ub remains unchanged relative to the original Wolfenstein parametrization and the corrections to V us and V cb appear only at O(λ 7 ) and O(λ 8 ), respectively. The advantage of this generalization of the Wolfenstein parametrization, over other generalizations found in the literature, is the absence of relevant corrections in V us , V cd , V ub and V cb . It can be noted that the element V td can be re-expressed as:
where [3] 
This elegant change in V td , with respect to the original Wolfenstein parametrization, allows a simple generalization of the so-called unitarity triangle to higher orders in λ [3] as discussed below.
The Unitarity Triangle
From the unitarity of the CKM matrix (V V † = V † V = 1), non diagonal elements of the matrix products corresponding to six equations relating its elements can be written. In particular, in transitions involving b quarks, the scalar product of the third column with the complex conjugate of the first row must vanish: Using the parametrization given in Equation (6) , and neglecting contributions of order O(λ 7 ), the different terms, in this expression, are respectively:
The three expressions are proportional to Aλ 3 , which can be factored out, and the geometrical representation of Eq. (8) , in the (ρ, η) plane, is a triangle with summit at C(0, 0), B(1, 0) and A(ρ, η).
• The lengths CA and BA, to be denoted respectively by R b and R t , are given by The angles β and γ = δ of the unitarity triangle are related directly to the complex phases of the CKM-elements V td and V ub , respectively, through
Each of the angles is the relative phase of two adjacent sides (a part for possible extra π and minus sign) so that:
• The unitarity relation (Eq. 8) can be rewritten as
• The angle α can be obtained through the relation α + β + γ = 180
• expressing the unitarity of the CKM-matrix.
The triangle shown in Figure 2 -which depends on two parameters (ρ, η))-, plus |V us | and |V cb | give the full description of the CKM matrix.
The Standard Model, with three families of quarks and leptons, predicts that all measurements have to be consistent with the point A(ρ, η).
General Introduction to Oscillation and CP Violation
In this section we give a general introduction to the oscillation and CP violation formalism in view of their impact on the CKM matrix element determination.
A general system which satisfies the coupled Schrodinger equation can be written as:
The B 0 and the B 0 are the flavour eigenstates. Transitions between B 0 and B 0 are then possible and the Hamiltonian has to be diagonalized to find the new eigenstates which are:
where |q| 2 + |p| 2 = 1. Solving the eigenvalues equation (supposing that CPT is conserved) and defining 
The last expression is valid at leading approximation 10 . We are now interested in the time evolution 10 Beyond the leading approximation the expression become :
of the flavour eigenstates in the hypothesis (∆Γ << ∆m):
It follows:
The probability that a meson B 0 produced (by strong interaction) at time t = 0 transforms (by weak interaction) into a B 0 (or stays as a B 0 ) at time t is given by:
Defining:
the equation becomes:
and similarly for
We concentrate here on the two cases of CP violation which are the most relevant for CKM physics. phys. → f ) (see eq. 24) have to be studied and thus |λ| 2 , |λ| 2 , Imλ, Imλ are determined. The simplest case is when the final state f is a specific CP state. In this case λ = 1/λ ≡ λ f and the previous conditions simplify to Imλ f = 0 and/or |λ f | = 1. The following asymmetry can be studied:
C f corresponds to direct CP violation, since it is related to differences in the decay amplitudes, while S f is related to the interference between the mixing and decays, involving the imaginary parts of p/q and of the decay amplitudes. It is important to note that, also in case |λ f |=1, CP violation is possible if Imλ f = 0. This case is particularly interesting. When only one amplitude dominates the decay process, |λ f | = 1, implying C f = 0 and S f = −Imλ f . We will see in the following that −Imλ f is the sine of twice an angle of the unitarity triangle.
The transition amplitudes can be written as:
where v 1,2 are the weak-CKM couplings and A 1,2 (θ 1,2 ) are the modulus and the strong phase respectively. The weak phase changes sign under CP (the strong phase do not). It follows:
The basic conditions to have direct CP violation are the presence of two competing amplitudes, r B = 0, and of nonzero weak phase and strong phase differences.
The weak phase difference is related to one of the unitarity triangle angles. To be more explicit, if for instance we consider a process which can occur through V ub and V cb mediated transitions, arg(v 1 /v 2 ) = γ.
CP Violation in the Kaon sector.
Historically the parameter characterizing CP violation was defined as ǫ given in:
K 1,2 are the CP eigenstates and the previous equation can be written in terms of flavour eigenstates:
where ǫ is related to p, q parameters by: ǫ = p−q p+q . Two CP violating quantities are measured in the neutral Kaon sector:
Defining
which implies
The ππ final states can have isospin I=0,2. Experimentally it is observed that A I=2 /A I=0 ≃ 1/20 (known has the ∆ I=1/2 rule). In the approximation that only the I=0 amplitude contributes -no direct CP violation-it follows:
and similarly for the η +− .
Contrarily to B mesons, in case of Kaon physics ∆Γ ≃ ∆M . Using the expression of q/p (eq. 19) it follows that:
The contribution, proportional to ζ, which is of about 2% correction to |ε K | can be neglected.
Standard Model formulae relating ρ and η to experimental and theoretical inputs
Five measurements restrict, at present, the possible range of variation of the ρ and η parameters:
• B hadrons can decay through the b → c and b → u transitions. Semileptonic decays offer a relatively large branching fraction (≃ 10 %) and corresponding measurements can be interpreted using a well established theoretical framework. The relative rate of charmless over charmed b-hadron semileptonic decays is proportional to the square of the ratio:
and it allows to measure the length of the side AC of the triangle (Figure 3 ).
• In the Standard Model, B 0 − B 0 oscillations occur through a second-order process -a box diagramwith a loop that contains W and up-type quarks. The box diagram with the exchange of a top quark gives the dominant contribution. The oscillation probability is given in eq. (21) and the time oscillation frequency, which can be related to the mass difference between the light and heavy mass eigenstates of the B 0 d − B 0 d system (eq. 20, ∆m = 2|M 12 | ), is expressed, in the SM, as 11 :
where S(x t ) is the Inami-Lim function [26] and
, and η b is the perturbative QCD short-distance NLO correction. The value of η b = 0.55±0.01 has been obtained in [27] and m t = (167±5) GeV is used, as deduced from measurements by CDF and D0 Collaborations [21] . The remaining factor, f 2 B dB B d , encodes the information of non-perturbative QCD. Apart for ρ and η, the most uncertain parameter in this expression is
In the vacuum saturation approximation the matrix element of the V-A current is calculated between the vacuum and the pseudoscalar meson and only the axial current contributes. The constant f B d translates the probability that the quark and the antiquark meet to decay or the size of the B meson wave function at the origin. Another parameter is also introduced: the bag factorB B d which is inserted to take into account all possible deviation from vacuum saturation approximation. The values of the bag factors are expected to be close of the unity. The measurement of ∆m d gives a constraint on the length of the side AB of the triangle ( Figure  3 ).
• The B 0 s −B 0 s time oscillation frequency, which can be related to the mass difference between the light and heavy mass eigenstates of the B 0 s − B 0 s system, is proportional to the square of the |V ts | element. Neglecting terms, having a small contribution, | V ts | is independent of ρ and η. The measurement of ∆m s would then give a strong constraint on the non-perturbative QCD parameter f 2 BsB Bs . In any case, the ratio between the values of the mass difference between the mass-eigenstates, measured in the B 0 d and in the B 0 s systems can be used:
The advantage in using the ratio
is expected to be better determined from theory than the individual quantities entering into its expression. The measurement of the ratio ∆m d /∆m s gives a similar type of constraint as ∆m d , on the length of the side AB of the triangle.
• Indirect CP violation in the K 0 − K 0 system is usually expressed in terms of the |ε K | parameter (as defined in Section 4.2) which is the fraction of CP violating component in the mass eigenstates. In the SM, the following equation is obtained
. S(x i ) and S(x i , x j ) are the appropriate Inami-Lim functions [26] depending on x q = m 2 q /m 2 W , including the next-to-leading order QCD corrections [27, 28] . The most uncertain parameter isB K (6.4). The constraint brought by the measurement of |ε K | corresponds to an hyperbola in the (ρ, η) plane (Figure 3 ).
• The measurement of CP violation in the B sector.
The mixing induced CP asymmetry, a JψKS , in B 0 d → J/ψK S or (→ J/ψK L ) decays allows to determine the angle β of the Unitarity Triangle essentially without any hadronic uncertainties. As explained before, a possible manifestation of the CP asymmetry could appear in the interference between amplitudes describing decays with and without mixing. The process B 0 → J/ΨK 0 is dominated by tree diagram 12 and it follows that:
where η CP is the CP eigenvalue of the final state. The asymmetry defined in eq. 25 gives:
12 The same process could be described by a Penguin diagram (with a ts transition) and a J/Ψ emitted from gluons. This process is proportional to VtsV * tb . It is important to note that the amplitude associated to this process has the same phase, at order O(λ 2 ), as the dominant tree-level one. At order O(λ 4 ), Vts is complex and differs from V cb . Thus the correction to β is suppressed by a factor O(λ 4 ) and by an extra factor because the J/Ψ must be emitted by at least three gluons.
The measurement of A CP (J/ΨK 0 ) gives a constraint corresponding to sin (2β), in the (ρ, η) plane (Figure 3 ). Constraints on ρ and η are obtained by comparing present measurements with theoretical expectations using the expressions given above and taking into account the different sources of uncertainties. In addition to ρ and η, these expressions depend on other quantities. Additional measurements or theoretical determinations have been used to provide information on the values of these parameters; details are given in the next sections.
To illustrate the different constraints described in the present section, in Figure 3 , the uncertainty bands for the quantities, obtained using Eqs. (33)- (37), are presented. Each band, corresponds to only one of the constraints and contains 95% of the events obtained by varying the input parameters.
In the first column of Table 2 the different measured quantities are listed, with their explicit dependence on ρ and η given in the third column. The values and errors of the relevant quantities used in the fit of the CKM parameters are summarized in Table 3 .
For the extraction of the CKM parameters we use the Bayesian approach [37] . In these lectures we do not enter into any details related to the statistical method. Here we want just to explain the splitting of the errors as given in Table 3 . We take a Gaussian distribution (G(x − x 0 )) when the uncertainty is dominated by statistical effects, or when there are several contributions of similar importance to systematic errors, so that the central limit theorem applies. We take a uniform p.d.f. if the parameter value is believed to be (almost) certainly within a given interval, and the points inside this interval are considered as equally probable. The second model is used for theoretical uncertainties. U(x) = 1/2σ theo for x ∈ [x 0 −σ theo , 
B Physics at different facilities
In this chapter we will discuss B physics at different machines. The main contributors in B hadron studies are:
• the e + e − colliders -the symmetric-B factories operating at Υ(4S) (ARGUS/CRYSTAL BALL and CLEO/CUSB experiments running at DORIS and CESR, respectively, from 1979 to 2002)
-the asymmetric-B factories operating at Υ(4S) (Belle at KEK and BaBar at PEP experiments running from 1999)
-the Z 0 resonance experiments (the LEP collaborations which run from 1989 to 1995 and the SLD collaboration at SLC which run from 1989 to 1998).
• the pp collider An overview of these experiments, operating at different facilities, is given in Table 4 . At the Υ(4S), pairs of B ± and B Considering that the B lifetime is of the order of 1.6 ps, the flight distance of a B hadron, defined as L = γβcτ is, on average, at asymmetric B-factories, of the order of 250 µm. This distance is measurable and highlights the greatest advantage of asymmetric B-factories where time dependent analyses, necessary for CP violation studies, are possible.
The B decay products are the only tracks produced in the events, there is no accompanying additional hadron. As a consequence the energy taken by each B meson is equal to the half the total energy in the e + e − center-of-mass frame; this constraint is, for instance, very important in rejecting the non-B events. The decay products of the two B particles are spread isotropically over the space and such events can be distinguished from the continuum which are more jetty-like.
At the Z 0 resonance, B hadrons are produced from the coupling of the Z 0 to a bb quark pair. The production cross section is of ∼ 6 nb, which is five times larger than at the Υ(4S). Hadronic events account for about 70 % of the total production rate; among these, the fraction of bb events is ∼ 22% 13 , which is rather similar to the one observed when running at the Υ(4S) energy (∼ 25 %). B hadrons are thus copiously produced 14 . The produced bb pair picks up from the vacuum other quark-antiquarks pairs and hadronizes into B hadrons plus few other particles. Therefore, not only B ± and B 0 d mesons are produced, but also B 0 s mesons or b-baryons can be present in the final state. The b and b quarks hadronize independently. b quarks fragment differently from light quarks, because of their high mass as compared with Λ QCD . As a result, B hadrons carry, on average, about 70% of the available beam energy, whereas the rest of the energy is distributed among the other particles emitted in the fragmentation process. As a consequence, the two B hadrons fly in opposite directions and their decay products belong to jets situated in two different hemispheres. 13 whereas the fraction of cc events is ∼ 17%. 14 In the intermediate energy region ("continuum") where the annihilation through one photon is dominant (V-coupling) the cross section scales with the energy available in the center of mass (squared), being of the order of 30 pb at 30 GeV and of about 10 pb at 60 GeV. In this energy range the fraction of bb events is ∼ 9% whereas the fraction of cc events is ∼ 35% (being the coupling proportional to the square of the electric charge.
The hard fragmentation and the long lifetime of the b quark make that the flight distance of a B hadron at the Z pole, defined as L = γβcτ , is on average of the order of 3 mm.
At pp colliders, the situation is rather different. Here b quarks are produced mainly through the gluongluon fusion process gg → bb. At the Fermilab Collider ( √ s = 1.8 TeV), the differential b-production cross section depends on the rapidity and on the transverse momentum. In total, it is typically of the order of 50µb, which is large. B decay products are situated inside events having a average multiplicity which is much larger than the multiplicity at the Z pole. Furthermore the ratio σ bb /σ tot is of the order of a few per mill. As a consequence, only specific channels e.g. with fully reconstructed final states, or semileptonic decays, can be studied with a reasonable signal to background ratio.
Registered data sets from experiments operating at different facilities are summarized in Table 4 . 
Determination of |V cb |
The |V cb | element of the CKM matrix can be accessed by studying the decay rate of inclusive and exclusive semileptonic b-decays.
Determination of |V cb | using inclusive analyses
The first method to extract |V cb | makes use of B-hadrons inclusive semileptonic decays and of the theoretical calculations done in the framework of the OPE (Operator Product Expansion). The inclusive semileptonic width Γ s.l. is expressed as:
From the experimental point of view the semileptonic width has been measured by the LEP/SLD and Υ(4S) experiments with a relative precision of about 2%: 
Using the theoretical determinations of the parameters entering into the expression of γ theory in Eq. (38), the uncertainty on |V cb | comes out to be of the order of 5%(2.0 10 −3 ). Thus the precision on the determination of |V cb | is limited by theoretical uncertainties which are mainly related to the non perturbative QCD parameters.
These parameters can be experimentally determined using the fact that OPE gives expressions in terms of operators whose averaged values are universal when considering different aspects of the same reaction.
Moments of the hadronic mass spectrum, of the lepton energy spectrum and of the photon energy in the b → sγ decay are sensitive to the same non perturbative QCD parameters contained in the factor γ theory of Eq. (38) and, in particular, to the mass of the b and c quarks and to the Fermi motion of the heavy quark inside the hadron, µ 2 π 15 . For more details, see for instance [34] , [35] . First measurements have been done by CLEO and preliminary results have been obtained by BaBar and DELPHI.
As an example, DELPHI data have been used for the determination of these non perturbative QCD parameters and an illustration of the obtained results is given in Figure 4 . Using the experimental results on Γ sl , Eq. (39), and on the determination of the non perturbative QCD parameters, the following value for |V cb | is obtained:
This result brings an important improvement in the determination of the |V cb | element. The dominant part of the initial theoretical errors is now accounted for as experimental uncertainties, using the fitted non perturbative quantities (m b , m c , µ 2 π and 1/m 3 b contributions) and the remaining theoretical error has been reduced by more than a factor three (previously the quoted theoretical error was ± 2.0 10 −3 ).
Determination of |V cb | using B → D * ℓν analyses
An alternative method to determine |V cb | is based on exclusive B 0 d → D * + ℓ − ν l decays. Using HQET (Heavy Quark Effective Theory), an expression for the differential decay rate can be derived:
w is the 4-product of the B (v B ) and the D meson (v D ) velocities. G(w) is a kinematical factor and F(w) is the form factor describing the transition. At zero recoil (w=1) and for infinite quark masses, F (1) goes to unity. The strategy is then to measure dΓ/dw, to extrapolate at zero recoil and to determine
The world average result (as given in PDG 2004) [31] is:
To evaluate |V cb |, the value of F(1) = 0.91 ± 0.04 have been used [39, 40] .
Determination of |V cb | using inclusive and exclusive methods
Combining these two determinations of |V cb | gives:
The average has been obtained neglecting possible correlations between the two methods to determine of |V cb |. This assumption is safe from the experimental point of view, whereas detailed studies are still missing from theory side. It should be noted that the inclusive method is dominating the final precision on |V cb |.
To conclude, it is important to remind that, as |V cb | = Aλ 2 , the measurement of |V cb | allows the determination of A one of the four free parameters of the CKM matrix. Furthermore |V cb | gives the scale of the Unitarity Triangle.
It is important to note also that |V cb |, today, is known with 2% accuracy. This achievement has to be considered as a legacy from LEP and CLEO experiments.
Determination of |V ub |
The measurement of |V ub | is rather difficult because one has to suppress the large background coming from the more abundant semileptonic b to c quark transitions.
Several new determinations of the CKM element |V ub | are now available [31]
6.2.1 Determination of |V ub | using inclusive analyses
As for |V cb |, the extraction of |V ub | from inclusive semileptonic decays is based on HQET implemented through OPE. By using kinematical and topological variables, it is possible to select samples enriched in b → uℓ − ν ℓ transitions. There are, schematically, three main regions in the semileptonic decay phase space to be considered:
• the lepton energy end-point region:
2MB
(which was at the origin for the first evidence of b → u transitions)
• the low hadronic mass region: M X < M D (pioneered by the DELPHI Coll. [41] )
• the high q 2 region:
in which the background from b → cℓ − ν ℓ decays is small. A summary of the different determinations of |V ub | is given in Figure 5 . For the extraction of the CKM parameters we use the average calculated in [29] , presented in [41] and given in Table 3 : . For the extraction of the CKM parameters we use the average calculated in [29] , presented in [41] and given in Table 3 .
Determination of |V ub | using exclusive analyses
The second method to determine |V ub | consists in the reconstruction of charmless semileptonic B decays: B → π(ρ)ℓν.
Experimentally, the use of exclusive final states provides extra kinematical constraints for background suppression. Theoretically, the uncertainties are of a different nature as those already described in the inclusive analysis. The probability that the final state quarks form a given meson is described by form factors and, to extract |V ub | from actual measurements, the main problem rests in the determination of these hadronic form factors. As there is no heavy quark in the final state, symmetry arguments which were helpful to determine the form factor in B → D * ℓν decays cannot be invoked. Light-Cone Sum Rules can provide an evaluation at the 15-20% accuracy level. Lattice QCD calculations give a similar precision but these uncertainties are expected to be reduced in the near future. The main limitation in lattice calculations is that, at present, they can be used only in the high q 2 region. A summary of the different determinations of |V ub | can be found in [29] and [30] . The combined value of |V ub | is obtained by assuming that systematic uncertainties, attached to individual measurements, can be composed quadratically, for their uncorrelated components, and have correlated contributions, The accuracy on the determination of |V ub | using exclusive decays is limited by the theoretical uncertainty on hadronic form factor determination. An interesting analysis has been presented by the CLEO Collaboration at ICHEP02 [41] , using the B 0 d → π − ℓ + ν ℓ decay mode, which consists in extracting the signal rates in three independent regions of q 2 . In this way it is possible to discriminate between models. The fit shows that the ISGW II model is compatible with data at only 1% probability level. This approach could be used, in future, to reduce the importance of theoretical errors, considering that the ISGW II gave, at present, the further apart V ub determination [41] .
Determination of |V ub | using inclusive and exclusive methods
Combining the two determinations of |V ub | (44,46) , we obtain, in practice, almost a Gaussian p.d.f. corresponding to:
New and more precise results from Belle and Babar Collaborations will much improve the present situation. The probability that a B 0 meson oscillates into a B 0 or remains as a B 0 is given in Eq. 21.
Measurements of B
The measurement of ∆m d has been the subject of an intense experimental activity during the last ten years. Results are available which correspond to the combination of 27 analyses, using different event samples, performed by the LEP Coll./SLC/CDF/B-Factories experiments.
A typical proper time distribution is shown in Figure 8 . The oscillating behaviour is clearly visible. Figure 7 gives the results for ∆m d , obtained by each experiment and the overall average [31]:
The accuracy is of about 1%. The B-factories have the main contribution to this accuracy. Improvements can still be expected from these facilities and they are expected to reach a few per mill precision. A and its error, σ A , are measured at fixed values of ∆m s , instead of ∆m s itself. In case of a clear oscillation signal, at a given frequency, the amplitude should be compatible with A = 1 at this frequency. With this method it is easy to set a limit. The values of ∆m s excluded at 95% C.L. are those satisfying the condition A(∆m s ) + 1.645 σ A(∆ms) < 1.
With this method, it is easy also to combine results from different experiments and to treat systematic uncertainties in the usual way since, for each value of ∆m s , a value for A with a Gaussian error σ A , is measured. Furthermore, the sensitivity of a given analysis can be defined as the value of ∆m s corresponding to 1.645 σ A (∆m s ) = 1 (using A(∆m s ) = 0), namely supposing that the "true" value of ∆m s is well above the measurable value.
During last years, impressive improvements in the analysis techniques allowed to increase the sensitivity of the search for B 
The present combined limit implies that B 0 s oscillate at least 30 times faster than B 0 d mesons. Taking into account only the λ dependence of the ratio ∆m d /∆m s (eq. 35), this factor would be about 20. The present limit gives strong constraints on the ρ parameter whose value ends up to be about 0.2.
The significance of the "bump" appearing around 17 ps −1 is about 2.2 σ and no claim can be made for the observation of B 6.4 Some theoretical inputs: B K , f B B B and ξ Constraints on ρ and η depend also upon three parameters which are related to the strong interaction operating in the non-perturbative regime: f B B B , ξ and B K .
Expressions for these constraints have been given, respectively, in Eqs. (34), (35) and (37) . Important improvements have been achieved during the last few years in the evaluation of these parameters in the framework of Lattice QCD and a world-wide effort is organized in view of having precise determinations of these parameters. As a consequence, in this phenomenological analysis, only most recent results from Lattice QCD are used.
Brief introduction to Lattice QCD (LQCD)
Lattice QCD (LQCD) was invented about 25 years ago by K. Wilson [43] .
Perturbation theory can be seen as a tool to perform functional integrals by which all vacuum expectation values of the quantum fields can be expressed. LQCD approach consists in a numerical evaluation of the functional integrals. It needs a discretization of the four-dimensional space-time by introducing a basic length, the lattice spacing (often indicated as a). So LQCD does not introduce new parameters or field variables in the discretization and it retains the same properties as QCD. In this sense, it is correct to say, that LQCD is not a model, as quark models for example, and therefore physical quantities can be computed from first principles without arbitrary assumptions. The only input parameters are the strong coupling constant and the six quark current masses.
Statistical errors.
Considering N points in each direction, the lattice will have a volume (N a) 4 ( having so two natural cutoffs: a finite space resolution and a finite volume ). The standard integrals are sampled over a finite net of points, whereas the functional integrals are sampled over a finite set of functions (or configurations). The vacuum expectation values are obtained by "averaging" over all the configurations. Those evaluations 
Systematic errors.
Systematic uncertainties come from discretization effects, finite volume effects, the treatment of heavy quarks, chiral extrapolation and quenching. Errors coming from the discretization and from the finite volume can be addressed by brute-force improvements of numerical simulations or by improvements in the discretization procedures. The quenched approximation is obtained by turning off virtual quark loops. An important consequence of this approximation is that the potential between a quark/antiquark pair depends on this approximation.
In the full theory, at large distance, there is a screened potential between two hadrons because the string breaks by the creation of apair. In quenched LQCD the string does not couple to such pairs and the long distance behaviour of the two theories is rather different. This problem is not so important since, for the long distance scale which matters in hadronic physics, and in which we are interested, there is a "natural" cutoff of about one Fermi due to confinement. It is reasonable to expect that quenching corrections are lying between 10-20% for most of evaluated physical quantities. For the present phenomenological analysis, the following values and errors have been used
These estimates have to be considered as conservative, since they assume a maximal effect due to chiral extrapolation, reflected in the last error. These last errors are taken as flat distributions.
A detailed description on how these values have been obtained can be found in [29] . The CKM-LDG Group [32] is taking care of these averages. All details concerning the analyses techniques are described in these proceeding by the seminar corresponding to U. Mallik.
Determination of the Unitarity Triangle parameters
In this section we give the results for the quantities defining the Unitarity Triangle, assuming the validity of the Standard Model: ρ, η, sin (2β), sin (2α) and γ as well as for other quantities as ∆m s , f B andB K . The inputs used are summarised in Table 3 (see Section 4.3). For more details and concerning latest results see [46] .
Fundamental test of the Standard Model in the fermion sector
The most crucial test consists in the comparison between the region selected by the measurements which are sensitive only to the sides of the Unitarity Triangle (semileptonic B decays and B 0 −B 0 oscillations) and the regions selected by the direct measurements of CP violation in the kaon (|ε K |) or in the B (sin (2β)) sectors. This test is shown in Figure 11 . It can be translated quantitatively through the comparison between the values of sin (2β) obtained from the measurement of the CP asymmetry in J/ψK 0 decays and the one determined from "sides" measurements: The spectacular agreement between these values illustrates the consistency of the Standard Model in describing CP violation phenomenon in terms of one single parameter η. It is also an important test of the OPE, HQET and LQCD theories which have been used to extract the CKM parameters.
It has to be noted that this test is significant provided the errors on sin (2β) from the two determinations are comparable.
Corresponding results, for the unitarity triangle parameters, are given in Table 5 . Figure 12: Allowed regions for ρ and η using the parameters listed in Table 3 . The closed contours at 68% and 95% probability are shown. The full lines correspond to 95% probability regions for the constraints, given by the measurements of |V ub | / |V cb |, |ε K |, ∆m d , ∆m s and sin (2β). The dotted curve corresponds to the 95% upper limit obtained from the experimental study of B 0 s − B 0 s oscillations.
Indirect versus direct determination of the Unitarity Triangle angles
The value of sin (2β) was predicted, before its first direct measurement was obtained, by using all other available constraints, (|V ub | / |V cb |, |ε K |, ∆m d and ∆m s ). The "indirect" 16 determination has improved regularly over the years. Figure 14 shows this evolution for the "indirect" determination of sin2β which is compared with the recent determinations of sin (2β) from direct measurements.
This test should be repeated with other constraints. The values for γ and sin2α given in Table 6 has to be taken as predictions for future measurements. A strong message is given for instance for the angle γ. The indirect determination of the angle γ is known with an accuracy of about 10%. It has to be stressed that, with present measurements, the probability that γ is greater than 90
• is only 0.003%. 
Determination of other important quantities
In previous sections we have seen that we can get distributions for the different unitarity triangle parameters and how it can be instructive to remove from the fitting procedure the external information on the value of one (or more) of the constraints. In this section we get the distributions for the values of other quantities, entering into the Standard Model expressions for the constraints, such as the hadronic parameters, or of a constraint as ∆m s . In case of the hadronic parameters, for instance, it is instructive to remove, from the fit, in turn, their external information. The idea is to compare the uncertainty on a given quantity, determined in this way, to its present experimental or theoretical error. This comparison allows to quantify the importance of present determinations of the different quantities to define the limits of the allowed region for the unitarity triangle parameters. Figure 15 shows the allowed region for ρ and η obtained with all the constraints and how the constraint coming from the study of B 0 s -B 0 s mixing acts in this plane. A lower limit at 95% C.L. on ∆m s will exclude, at that degree of confidence, the ρ-η region situated on the left of the corresponding curve.
The expected distribution for ∆m s
It is also possible to extract the probability distribution for ∆m s , which is shown in Figure 16 . Corresponding results are given in Table 7 . Present analyses at LEP/SLD, with a sensitivity at 19.2 ps The parameterB K can be also determined. Results are also summarized in Table 8 . They indicates that values ofB K smaller than 0.5 (0.3) correspond to 0.6% (5 × 10 −6 ) probability while large values of B K are compatible with the other constraints over a large domain. The present estimate ofB K , from lattice QCD, with a 15% relative error (Table 3) has thus a large impact in the present analysis.
7.4 Evolution on the precision on ρ and η over the last 15 years
The evolution of our knowledge concerning the allowed region in the (ρ, η) plane is shown in Figure 17 . Figure 12 and in Table 6 .
The reduction of the size of these regions, from years 1995 to 2000, is essentially due to the measurements of the sides of the Unitarity Triangle and to the progress in OPE, HQET and lattice QCD theoretical parameters determinations. The additional reduction, from years 2000 to 2003, which mainly concerns η, is essentially driven by the measurement of sin (2β) through the CP violation asymmetry in J/ψ K 0 decays.
Dulcis in fundo : the new-comers
The huge statistics collected the B-factories allow the measurements of new CP-violating quantities. Direct measurements of γ, sin(2β + γ) and sin2α are now available :
• determination of sin2α using charmless ππ events,
• determination of sin(2β + γ) using D ( * ) π events,
• determination of γ using DK events.
We do not enter in any details for these analyses which are described in U. Mallik lectures. The Figure 18 shows the impact of these new measurements to provide additional constraints in the ρ − η plane. More details are given in [46] .
These plots show the potentialities of B-factories, considering that additional measurements will be available, in a near future (about 2 years), with more than four times the statistics.
Conclusions
Flavour physics in the quark sector is entered in its mature age. Many and interesting results have been produced during the last 15 years. Traditional main players (LEP/SLD/CLEO) delivered results until this year, while B factories are moving B studies into the era of precision physics.
Many quantities have already been measured with a good precision. |V cb | is today known with a relative precision better than 2%. In this case, not only, the decay width has been measured, but also some of the non-perturbative QCD parameters entering into its theoretical expressions. It is a great experimental achievement and a success of the theory description of the non-perturbative QCD phenomena in the framework of the OPE. Many different methods, more and more reliable, are now available for determining the CKM element |V ub |. The relative precision, today, is of about 10% and will be certainly improved in a near future at B-factories. The time dependence behaviour of B 0 −B 0 oscillations has been studied and precisely measured in the B oscillations should be soon measured at the TeVatron. Nevertheless, the impact of the actual limit on ∆m s for the determination of the unitarity triangle parameters is crucial.
Many B decay branching fractions and relative CP asymmetries have been measured at B-factories. The outstanding result is the determination of sin 2β from B hadron decays into charmonium-K 0 final states. On the other hand many other exclusive hadronic rare B decays have been measured and constitute a gold mine for weak and hadronic physics, allowing to already extract different combinations of the unitarity triangle angles.
The unitarity triangle parameters are today known with a good precision. A crucial test has been already done: the comparison between the unitarity triangle parameters, as determined with quantities sensitive to the sides of the triangle (semileptonic B decays and oscillations), and the measurements of CP violation in the kaon (ǫ K ) and in the B (sin2β) sectors. The agreement is "unfortunately" excellent. The Standard Model is "Standardissimo": it is also working in the flavour sector. This agreement is also an important test of the OPE, HQET and LQCD theories which have been used to extract the CKM parameters. Figure 18 : From top to bottom, the allowed region on the ρ − η plane as selected by the direct measurement of γ, sin(2β + γ) and sin2α The red (darker), the yellow (clear) and green (clearer) zones correspond respectively to 68%, 95% and 99% of the normalised area. Contours at 68% and 95% probability selected using all the other available constraints are also shown.
The good news is that all these tests are at best at about 10% level. The current and the next facilities can surely push these tests to a 1% accuracy. It is important to note that charm physics can play an important role in this respect (providing a laboratory for LQCD) and the Charm-factory (CLEO-C) will play a central role for these issues.
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